This year, African Liberation Day (ALD) was celebrated in New York City, together with forces held a militant march and rally through the streets of Harlem on May 28. The ICALD was infiltrated by the National Liberation Struggle Support Committee (NLISSC) and was composed of the Eritrean Students Union in North America, Eritreans for Liberation in North America (EERNA), Ethiopian Students' Group in North America (EWSGNA), Turkish Students Association and the League for Proletarian Revolution (ML), and other IMT and advanced elements.

Some of the slogans that characterized the coalition were: "Strong support and all reaction will be defeated by the African people's self-reliant armed struggle! Workers and oppressed people of the world, unite!" "U.S. and U.S.S.R. out of Africa!" "Long live the struggle of the Asian, African, Caribbean and Latin American peoples! Down with the fascist Ethiopian house!"

The march, advancing through the streets of Harlem, and ending in front of the State Office Building, was a militant and organized one reflecting the unity of those involved as well as its revolutionary character. The proletariat internationals of Ethiopian, Eritrean, Turkish, Haitian, Namibian and others, as well as the U.S. multi-national forces present were the context in which our front for African liberation struggles was expressed that day. It was the unity of the workers and oppressed people of the world that marched forward in ever increasing strength and scope towards world proletarian revolution and the defeat of imperialism and all reaction.

This irresistible trend of history being manifested in all corners of the globe as becoming increasingly scent, as the new revolutionary forces are born. As part of the multinational U.S. working class, we have the duty to support the struggles of the masses in those countries. We echo the expression of the Peasants-Liberation Day (IALD) has a glorious history and tradition, such as the successful overthrow of the Panamanian government by.the Panamanian communists and all the patriotic masses.

Arms,包括了拉丁美洲、非洲、亚洲，以及中东，特别是第三世界的工农，和所有反对势力的国家和人民。IMT and advanced elements are opposed, and all reaction at their weakest point. Self-reliance and armed struggle are the main sources of Panamanian strength. The Panamanian workers, peasants, men and women have come together, all the workers and women have come together, and for the next 23 years, Panama will have control of the canal by the year 2000. The Panamanian communists and all the patriotic masses that clearly point out that it's U.S. imperialism who benefits from this.

The Panamanian leaders, workers, peasants, men and women have come together in the thousands to decorate the streets in defense of their demands. In 1964, many students were killed and hundreds wounded and arrested in the course of large mass actions demanding the rights of the Panamanians over the canal. It was previously a victim of these and other similar actions that U.S. president Johnson agreed to work out another treaty. At that time, 1964, Panamanian labor leader was directly responsible for the massacre of the students and patriots. Today, 13 years later, he is ready to seal his treason against the Panamanian nation by signing this new treaty.

The Panamanian communists and all the patriotic forces will not fold their arms in the face of this attack. As part of the U.S. multi-national proletariat, as communists of the nation that oppose the Panamanian nation, we are duty-bound to express our solidarity with the Panamanian workers, and all the elements of all U.S. military personnel and the abandonment of all U.S. military installations and personnel from Panaman.
In the style of a worker's witness (God is coming, and is coming, repent before it's too late) the "New Left" victory in New York was also a victory of the struggle to bring 800,000 people to Washington to back the "Save the Peace" movement in the Day Care Contact Committee (NY, 1975) in a memorial for their fallen comrades. In January 1975, they also conveniently forget our struggle against the PRCOM (which was entirely in agreement with our viewpoint) in IWWD 1975 (see Resistance, Vol. 1, No. 1, July 1975). But this time and many other opportunists conveniently forgot, denying, "Writing us off the communist movement in order not to be accountable for their opportunist theory and methods. This is a real base among the working class and the oppressed nationali- ties. All substitute "wishful thinking" for the concrete analysis of concrete conditions and believe that we can force things into being (the party) by just our intellectual exercises.

Today we want to focus our attention again on the WVO. Since February, 1976 we have disbelief in the "united front" of the Workers' Party, a bourgeois line. Right opportunism in many questions, in the pages of Resistance, have been fought by the WVO in New York, Los Angeles, California, and Washington, D.C. in mass struggles, in the pages of WVO supplement, by leaflet distributed that has been announced by the Party of Labor of Albania, which has marched and practiced in front of these forces. It is our responsibility, therefore, to use every and all opportunity available to us to expose WVO and all of its bases.

For us it is clear that WVO represents a thoroughly opportunist right line. However, we want to stress that these comrades have not yet to sum up, WVO still has credibility among a certain section of the students and workers. But as they have summed-up themselves, invited the WVO to participate in a forum with WVO, WVO rejected the invitation with the only condition that we should allow them to invite comrades and friends to the forum. This was a matter of fact were they have fought and the blood they have shed. This has been decided by the Party of Labor of Albania, which has marched and will always march on the Marxist-Leninist road. (Alabama Today, Jan. 1977)

By the same token, it is the U.S. proletarian and oppressed masses; it is the genuine Marxist- Leninists, who can legitimize any communist organization based on its correct theory and practice—and not WVO.

We have experienced these tactics many times in our development. The revisionists of the Puerto Rican Socialist Party say that we did not exist back in 1964-67 but we were keypoints of their revisionist thesis of the divided nation. The Young Lords—advocates of PRWOS—denied our existence and said in their little forum in New York that the argument was against PEP. Later on FPRWO referred to us as "Communist" and in their "Report of the 1975 conference" in the vast of Clas Struggle and its chairmanship said that the are "the very essence" of their neoreactionary think opposite us (joint forum with WVO in New York, Jan. 1976). But we have not only come to stop their misrepresentation of our policies in our meetings, as we now do, we have fought and the blood they have shed. This has been decided by the Party of Labor of Albania, which has marched and will always respond to the opportunist line of the "bourgeois party".
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We have experienced these tactics many times in our development. The revisionists of the Puerto Rican Socialist Party say that we did not exist back in 1964-67 but we were keypoints of their revisionist thesis of the divided nation. The Young Lords—advocates of PRWOS—denied our existence and said in their little forum in New York that the argument was against PEP. Later on FPRWO referred to us as "Communist" and in their "Report of the 1975 conference" in the vast of Clas Struggle and its chairmanship said that the are "the very essence" of their neoreactionary think opposite us (joint forum with WVO in New York, Jan. 1976). But we have not only come to stop their misrepresentation of our policies in our meetings, as we now do, we have fought and the blood they have shed. This has been decided by the Party of Labor of Albania, which has marched and will always respond to the opportunist line of the "bourgeois party".

"Successor in the People's Viewpoint Organized on the basis of their continuous breaching and their self-proclaimed internationalism they have 'the over-all most correct line' and the many other slogans used to praise themselves. Doubtless, the best business deal of this century is to buy a "successor." But what they believe they're worth.

"WVO is running away in a frenzy, hiding, scared of being thoroughly exposed in front of the American students and other genuine marxist- leninists and advanced forces that were in fact the ones that put forward the need for exposing the "successors." The only thing that they use that kind of bourgeois manpower to avoid polarizing with an organized public, a political party, a public, their neutrality towards us (joint forum with WVO in New York, Jan. 1976). But we have not only come to stop their misrepresentation of our policies in our meetings, as we now do, we have fought and the blood they have shed. This has been decided by the Party of Labor of Albania, which has marched and will always respond to the opportunist line of the "bourgeois party".

"But all the running and hiding, all the slanderers behind our backs, will not help WVO to fall. As one of the students correctly summed-up: 'In the run of the long periods, one or another party is ground to powder. It is true that you can expose them in front of everybody if they have anything to hide,' but they won't. This thing took place the day a so-called "DEMOCRATIC RIGHTS" party and two WVO, ACT OF SELF-EXPOSURE.
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base and revolutionary content of ALD.

But this temporary liquidation, the ALD trad- ition was continued this year. This is in fact the logical resolution of the ALD cele- bration in New York by the ICAL.

The multinational character of the celebration was a clear reflection of the broader anti-imperialist line that guided the ICAL. There were comrades from different parts of the world, from the Third World: from Turkey, Ethiopia, and Haiti, as well as comrades of different nationalities from the U.S., all expressing support for the ALD. This is telling those students who were exposed to the struggle against all form s of opportunism in New York by the ICAL.

The ICAL celebrated the 3rd anniversary of the ALD celebration in New York by the ICAL.

The multinational character of the celebration was a clear reflection of the broader anti-imperialist line that guided the ICAL. There were comrades from different parts of the world, from the Third World: from Turkey, Ethiopia, and Haiti, as well as comrades of different nationalities from the U.S., all expressing support for the ALD. This is telling those students who were exposed to the struggle against all form s of opportunism in New York by the ICAL.
Another manifestation of WGO’s opportunism is their claim of “revolutionary摘编” among a particular street corner in Harlem. The TACD set up a number of street corer cells in working-class communities. In Harlem (as well as many other parts of Harlem) they went into a frenzy, as if the street corner objective- ly belonged to them (just like in the so-called “kennel fiends” in Malcolm X’s book). They claim that WGO is “objectively the right”. WGO clings firmly to the “Maoist” line, yet struggles and would rather react to these tactics. In Harlem for example, the EPLC parents were pressured by those of the ALC coalition formed by WGO and RLC. WGO would rather cover up others’ lines rather than engage in open ideological struggle.

MAY DAY LESSONS LEARNED

There was a notable improvement in our coalitions work and our support to the masses. The following are the main points drawn from reading readers back to our May Day issue vol.8 #6, in which we sum-up our May Day coalition work. The overall line of the work of the mass movement was improved, especially with respect to situations that made up the International Committee for May Day, the political content of the event, and the form in which coalition work was carried out, all improved over May Day, showing that lessons were learned and assimilated. The main features of the coalition work were among others:

(a) Ample participation of individual Marxist-Leninists and advanced elements in the coalition work provided a means of training in the development of line and preparedness in demands and agitation among the masses. The advanced were able to put into practice their initiative and creativity.

(b) Contrary to previous coalition work on the same line, the debate was deepened in a friendly manner and helped to sharpen the issues between, strengthening policy unity and achieving the unity of the party. There was no bourgeois aggregation or faddism, nor legal struggle to achieve unity in the spirit of unity-struggle-unity for the correct line.

(c) An important aspect which is often overlooked—the financial aspect—was handled correctly on a collective basis. All forces contributed and, most importantly, the coalition saw the importance of relaying on the masses for funding the struggle. So a fundraising campaign was set up, in which several street corner mass campaigns were held, educating the masses as to the need of funds for specific tasks. The masses responded favorably and the coalition was able to cover all costs.

In general, the work of the coalition improved as the correct methods of summations and criticism and self-criticism were implemented to rectify past errors and improve work in the future. Overall, the work within the coalition was very positive, contributing to enrich the practical experience of all those involved and to heighten the unity among genuine Marxist-Leninist and revolutionary forces.

REFUSCINS’ DAILY WORK PICKETED

Besides its independent propaganda and agitation for the event, LPR (ML) sponsored a picket against the Daily World at their daily picket. The Daily World is a pro-imperialist newspaper. The picket was a setback for their cause. On May 15, the Daily World slandered the Ethiopian people’s struggle against the Junta and slandered the TPLF, supporting the enemies of the Ethiopian people in their fight. This event (see Resistance vol.8 #6) helped raise the issue of supporting national liberation struggles. We were able to achieve unity as concretized in the principles of unity and struggle among the masses. The TPLF, although ETUWA disagreed on a number of points, such as in referring to Cohen termed as “puppet coup”, to the Soviet Union as “imperialists” and to the concept of three worlds, we consider it overall positive that the different tendencies are united under the principles of unity cited.

In particular the second principle of unity which includes the principle of opposition to the line of the “anti-imperialists” in the lines in which it manifests itself in nothing but opposition (as the line of the anti-imperialists continuously goes out of the line and the fact that ETUWA did participate to these principles of unity and struggle). Errors made within the coalition of waverings on the one hand, and the other, were pointed out and criticized.

“LEFT” AND “RIGHT” ERRORS IN COALITION WORK

In coalition work we must guard against both “left” and “right” errors. We must guard against the “left” error of over-estimating the strength of the masses to the extent of neglecting the support of the masses. In Harlem, the Daily World slandered the Ethiopian people’s struggle against the Junta and slandered the TPLF, supporting the enemies of the Ethiopian people in their fight. This event (see Resistance vol.8 #6) helped raise the issue of supporting national liberation struggles. We were able to achieve unity as concretized in the principles of unity and struggle among the masses. The TPLF, although ETUWA disagreed on a number of points, such as in referring to Cohen termed as “puppet coup”, to the Soviet Union as “imperialists” and to the concept of three worlds, we consider it overall positive that the different tendencies are united under the principles of unity cited.

In particular the second principle of unity which includes the principle of opposition to the line of the “anti-imperialists” in the lines in which it manifests itself in nothing but opposition (as the line of the anti-imperialists continuously goes out of the line and the fact that ETUWA did participate to these principles of unity and struggle). Errors made within the coalition of waverings on the one hand, and the other, were pointed out and criticized.

In his speech on the United Front says: “In the present situation sectarianism, self-satisfaction, sectarianism, ….. more than anything else impedes our struggle for the united front”. And also: “…communists must increase their vigilance and not avoid contact with the masses. We are the party of the right opportunities and must carry a determined struggle against sectionalism and sectarianism in the united front, bearing in mind that the right danger will grow as the masses are increasingly awakened.” (G. Dimitrov, on the United Front)

One right error that constituted the main deviation of the coalition was the weakness of the independent work done by the various forces par-ticipating in it. Apart from propaganda and agitation work done by LPR (ML), there was no other independent work done by the various forces. For example, the group of the pro-imperialists, this will depend to a great extent on the mass movement of the other forces towards the group of the pro-imperialists.

On the ability of communists to prove in practice that they are a revolutionary party, in support of national liberation and win over the multinational working class. This enforces the necessity of a Marxist-Leninist, it will depend to a great extent on the mass movement of the other forces towards support of national liberation and win over the multinational working class. This enforces the necessity of a Marxist-Leninist.